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Dielectric Behavior of Ceramic (BST)/Epoxy Thick Films
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Composite materials were made by mixing powders of Ba1−xSrxTiO3 (x = 0.2 and 0.4) ceramics and epoxy resin with various
volume fractions (vol%). Dielectric measurements of these composites were performed as a function of filler ratio in the range
100–360◦K at 10 KHz. The dielectric constant of the composite increased with increasing volume fraction varies slightly with
temperature. The 20 vol% of BST(0.4)-epoxy composite had the highest dielectric constant of 19.4 and dielectric loss tangent of
0.027. Among the dielectric mixing models presented, the model of Lichtenecker shows the best fit to the experimental data for
both composites.
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1. Introduction

Recently, there has been a great interest in a new generation
of composite materials exhibiting high dielectric perfor-
mance with lower cost, size, weight, and easy processability
[1–3]. Low dielectric losses and moderate dielectric constants
are required for use in microelectronic packaging and
principally for decoupling multichip modules (MCMs) [4,
5].

Different elements have been mixed to polymers like
carbon, iron, nickel, or conducting polymer [6–9] to tune
their electrical properties. On the other hand, ferroelectric
ceramic-polymer composite materials are principally used
for high density energy storage and for capacitor applications
[10–13]. Their properties can be easily adjusted by changing
the volume fraction of the ferroelectric material while the
matrix integrity was maintained during manufacturing. The
grain size of the ceramic powders, the uniformity, the
thickness, the interfacial effects, and the porosity of the
composites influence the physical properties and the quality
of the ferroelectric ceramic/polymer composites [10–13].

Previous studies on ceramics-epoxy composites revealed
dielectric constants in the range of 24 and 44 for BaTiO3 and
PMN thick films for 40 vol% [14]. A lower value of 23 was
noted for Nb2O5 doped TiO2 ceramics-epoxy films prepared
by screen printing [15]. Other authors obtained dielectric
constants as high as 75 in the case of CaCu3Ti4O12 (CCTO)

ceramic-epoxy mixtures for a concentration reaching 64%
[16].

Different laws have been proposed to fit the experimental
dielectric constants for two component mixtures, and to
predict the effect of each phase on the dielectric properties
[17]. Models such as the series, parallel, Hashing-Shtrikman,
and Lichtenecker models were developed under various
assumptions concerning arrangement of inclusions and their
shape [18].

In this work, ceramic-epoxy composites were fabricated
using Ba1−xSrxTiO3 (x = 0.2 and 0.4) powders mixed with
Bisphenol A epoxy. The dielectric proprieties of composites
with ceramic loadings of 5, 10, 15, and 20 vol% were studied
as a function of temperature.

2. Materials and Methods

The powders of BST ceramics were prepared from high
purity barium carbonate (BaCO3) (Fluka 98.5%), stron-
tium carbonate (SrTiO3) (Riedel-de Haen 96%), and tita-
nium dioxide (TiO2) (Arcos 98%) precursors. The starting
powders corresponding to Ba0.8Sr0.2TiO3 (BST(0.2)) and
Ba0.6Sr0.4TiO3 (BST(0.4)) were calcined at 1200◦C in air for
1 hour and a half. The obtained powders were ground in an
agate Mortar and pestle and then mixed with a solution of
epoxy (Bispfenol-A-Diglycidylether) and its hardener (Tri-
ethylenetetramine) at different volume fractions of 0, 5, 10,
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Figure 1: X-ray diffraction pattern of BST(0.2) and BST(0.4)
ceramics powders.

15, and 20 vol%, which were calculated using the weight and
density of calcined BST and epoxy. The density of BST(0.2)
and BST(0.4) powders is 5.797 and 5.703, respectively, as
determined from the measured lattice parameters, while that
of the epoxy and its hardener is 1.151 and 1.025, respectively,
as given by the manufacturer (Struers). The mixture was
blended for 20 minutes and thick film samples, with a
thickness of about 100 μm, were cast on ITO/glass substrate
by the knife-edge method. Films with volume fractions
exceeding 20% were not made as homogeneous mixtures
were difficult to make and the obtained thick films have a
poor quality.

For dielectric measurements, an aluminium electrode
was deposed on the samples by vacuum thermal evaporation.
The dielectric measurements were performed from 100 to
360◦K using a Keithley LCZ 3330 meter in the frequency
range of 40 Hz to 100 kHz.

The Microstructures of samples were examined by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using JEOL JSM 5500
SEM equipped an EDAX Falcon EDS analyser. On the other
hand, X-ray diffraction analysis was performed using the
Philips X’pert diffractometer.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the X-ray diffraction patterns of BST (x = 0.2
and x = 0.4) powders at room temperature. The results
reveal that the ceramics have a single perovskite-type phase
after calcination at 1200◦C. No peaks corresponding to sec-
ondary phases or unreacted precursors were observed. The
lattice parameters of the two compositions are, respectively,
0.3974 nm and 0.3960 nm. The SEM micrographs of BST
(x = 0.2 and x = 0.4) ceramics powders, shown in Figures
2(a) and 2(b), reveal a distribution of grain size being in the
range of 0.5–2 μm, with an average size of 1 μm.

Figures 2(c) and 2(d) depict the microstructure of the
BST-epoxy composite thick films with 10% and 15% volume
fractions, respectively. A uniform dispersion of ceramic fillers
in the epoxy matrix is obtained as revealed by the SEM

micrographs. In addition, no pores were observed in these
thick films.

4. Dielectric Measurements

The dielectric properties of sintered ceramics at 1400◦C for
75 minutes measured at 10 KHz are shown in Figure 3. The
Curie temperature which corresponds to the ferroelectric
to paraelectric transition is 353 and 280 K, respectively, for
BST(0.2) and BST(0.4), respectively. The loss tangent did
not exceed 0.065 and 0.024 and the maximum dielectric
constants at 10 KHz are 1665, 1880, respectively, for the two
compositions.

Figure 4 shows the dielectric constant of pure epoxy,
BST(0.2)-epoxy and BST(0.4)-epoxy composites thick films,
with ceramics loadings of 5, 10, 15, and 20 vol% as a
function of temperature. The dielectric constant of pure
epoxy remained practically constant, and it slightly increases
from its value of 6.3 at 300 K above 320 K. For both
compositions, as the figure shows, the dielectric constant
of the ferroelectric-epoxy thick films increases with increas-
ing ceramics loading. All the samples exhibited a similar
behaviour with temperature. At 300 K the dielectric constant
values for 5, 10, 15, and 20 vol% loading were 8.3, 11.3, 13.3,
17.7, and 8.8, 12.1, 15, 19.3, respectively, for composites with
BST(0.2) and BST(0.4) ceramics, at 10 KHz. Theses values
remain lower than those of pure BST(0.2) and BST(0.4)
ceramics (Figure 2).

For all the ceramic-epoxy composite samples, the dielec-
tric constant increases slightly when the temperature rises.
This increase becomes more significant when the tempera-
ture rises above 320◦K. The low dielectric constant value of
both composites is due the low contents of the high-dielectric
constant ceramic dispersed in the epoxy. In this case, the
dielectric response mainly results from the continuous low
dielectric constant epoxy matrix.

There are three competing mechanisms in the dielectric
response of the ceramic-epoxy composites [19].

(1) The segmental mobility of polymer which increases
with increasing temperature; this mechanism should
increase the dielectric constant.

(2) The disruption of contacts between filler particles
caused by the thermal expansion of resin and
ceramic; this mechanism should decrease dielectric
constant.

(3) The change in the dielectric response of the filler
particles with temperature.

The dielectric constant of two composites ceramic
polymer with the 20 vol% ceramics filler exhibits the
highest increase as a function of temperature. In addition,
the composite containing BST(0.4) has a higher dielectric
constant than that based on BST(0.2). The former composite
is therefore suitable for applications requiring moderately
high dielectric constant.
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Figure 2: Micrographs of BST ceramic powders ((a) and (b)) and composites ((c) and (d)): (a) x = 0.2, (b) x = 0.4, (c) BST(x = 0.2)-epoxy
10 vol%, and (d) BST(x = 0.4)-epoxy 15 vol%.

Dielectric losses are low and vary between 0.026 and
0.033 for all the samples (Figure 5). For BST(0.4)-epoxy
composites, the losses first increase when the volume fraction
increases and then decrease with a maximum of 0.033 for
10 vol%. A similar trend is exhibited by the composites
based on BST(0.2)-epoxy for loading less than 10 vol%. This
behaviour is due to the fact that the dielectric properties
of these composites are dominated by the main continuous
phase of the polymer matrix at these loading rations [20].
According to the simple mixing rules, the dielectric losses
are expected to increase monotonically with increasing
filler ratio. In our case a maximum at 10% for BST(x =
0.4)-epoxy and fluctuations in the case of the BST(0.2)-
epoxy were observed. This behaviour was also reported
in other BST-polymer composites and was attributed to
BST-epoxy interfacial phenomena that strongly influence
the dielectric properties [21] of the composites. Further
and detailed investigations of this peculiar behaviour are
underway.

As shown in Figure 6, the dielectric constant of the com-
posites decreases with increasing frequency. This behaviour
can be attributed to a decrease in the dipolar polarisation
in the matrix. Ramajo et al. [19] reported that this
behaviour is more important at elevated temperature and
low frequency for epoxy-barium titanate composite materi-
als. In addition, owing to the heterogeneity of the compos-
ites, the contribution of the interfacial or Maxwell-Wagner-
Sillars (MWS) polarisation [22] can also be responsible for
this behaviour. In parallel, the displacement or orientation
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Figure 3: Temperature dependence of the dielectric constant of the
sintered BST(0.2) and BST(0.4) ceramics.

of bound charge carriers responsible of other types of
polarisations (atomic, electronic, dipolar) [23] may also play
a role in this dispersion.

Different mixture laws were proposed to fit the exper-
imental results such as the Series, Parallel, Hashing-
Shtrikman’s, Looyenga, and Lichtenecker models.
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Figure 4: Dielectric constant for BST-epoxy composites as function of temperature for different volume fraction at 10 KHz.
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Figure 5: Loss tangent of BST-epoxy composites at 10 KHz as
function of volume fraction.

Figure 7 shows that the Lichtenecker model fits better
the experimental results of both composites. In the case of
BST(0.4) epoxy composite we notice a small deviation from
the Lichtenecker model. This is probably due to the fact that
this model assumes that the composite is a random mixture
of spherical inclusions in the matrix [17]. The dielectric
constant used in this formula is 6.3 for pure epoxy and
1246 and 1676 for sintered ceramics BST(0.2) and BST(0.4),
respectively.
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Figure 6: Dielectric constant of BST-epoxy sample with 20 vol%
loading as a function of frequency.

5. Conclusion

Composites BST-epoxy thick films were prepared by the
knife-edge method from mixed ceramics powders and epoxy
resin.

The dielectric constant of the composite thick films
increased with increasing ceramic loading and slightly with
temperature. The composite thick film with 20 vol% of
BST(0.4) ceramic presented the highest dielectric constant.
At these loading ratios the dielectric properties of these
composites originate mainly from the contribution of the
polymer matrix.
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Figure 7: Theoretical mixture models and experimental result for BST-epoxy as function of volume fraction at 10 KHz.

The dielectric losses for both composite did not exceed
0.033. On the other hand, the dielectric constant decreases
with increasing frequency. This dispersion may be caused
by the Maxwell-Wagner-Sillars (MWS) polarisation, or by
a displacement or orientation of bound charge carriers.
Among dielectric mixing models, the Lichtenecker model
accounts better for the experimental results for the both
composites.
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